This paper discusses bandwidth enhancement for multiband microstrip patch antennas (MMPAs) using symmetrical rectangular/square slots etched on the patch and the substrate properties. The slot parameters on MMPA are modeled using soft computing technique of artificial neural networks (ANN). To achieve the best ANN performance, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE) are applied with ANN's conventional training algorithm in optimization of the modeling performance. In this study, the slot parameters are assumed as slot distance to the radiating patch edge, slot width, and length. Bandwidth enhancement is applied to a formerly designed MMPA fed by a microstrip transmission line attached to the center pin of 50 ohm SMA connecter. The simulated antennas are fabricated and measured. Measurement results are utilized for training the artificial intelligence models. The ANN provides 98% model accuracy for rectangular slots and 97% for square slots; however, ANFIS offer 90% accuracy with lack of resonance frequency tracking.
Introduction
Microstrip patch antennas (MPAs) have rapidly developing applications in personal communication systems (PCS), direct broadband television (DBT), mobile satellite communication (MSC), wireless local area networks (WLAN), and body area networks (BAN). Low cost and profile with ease of integration to other planar structures, portability, and robustness for implementation on rigid surfaces are well-known advantages of the MPAs [1] [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, the MPAs suffer from low gain and efficiency with high loss and narrow bandwidth. Novel antenna designs made effort to overcome these drawbacks by applying various techniques for bandwidth enhancement and multiband radiation.
Single layer multiband antennas can be achieved using reactive loading with stubs [5] , monolithic reactive loading [6] , adding strips on the patch [7] , patch trimming with a rectangular notch [8] , or shorting pins [9] for closely spaced bands with frequency ratios around 1.5 : 1. Multiband printed antennas having frequency band separation of 2 : 1 or 4 : 1 employ window concept whereby windows are cut in low frequency patch radiators to accommodate high frequency patch antennas [10] [11] [12] . The other way of realizing multiband antennas needs multilayering with two or more metallic patches between one or more dielectric layers. Dichroic and stacking techniques are commonly used methods with disadvantages of fabrication complexity and coupling between stacked patches.
Antenna bandwidth is specified as frequency range over which VSWR is less than 2. This offers a return loss of −9.5 dB or 11% reflected power. Typically antenna bandwidth is assumed to be the frequency region providing return loss lower than −10 dB. Bandwidth enhancement for MPAs can be obtained by increasing patch-ground plane separation using 2 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation thicker substrate [3] . Thick substrate causes surface wave modes with increasing mutual coupling, degradations in impedance mismatch, radiation loss, polarization distortion, and scan blindness in phased array antennas [13] [14] [15] . MPA bandwidth can also be improved by modifying patch shape by slots, adding resonant structures such as more layers, patches, and extra components and applying various feeding techniques such as microstrip line and coaxial, aperture coupled and proximity coupled feeds.
Soft computing based artificial intelligence techniques have broad application areas on microwave design and production challenges. Bioinspired nature of these techniques allows the microwave equipment designers to avoid repetitive cost of electromagnetic (EM) simulations, manufacturing and test procedures. Artificial neural network (ANN) techniques are well-proven methods for microwave design field including antennas [16] , arrays [17] , MOSFETs [18] , passive components [19] , and power amplifiers [20] .
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [21] . It is a global optimization algorithm, which can effectively be used to solve multidimensional optimization problems by attempting to simulate the swarming behavior of birds, bees, and so forth. PSO can easily be implemented and its performance is comparable to other stochastic optimization technique, such as genetic algorithm and simulated annealing [22, 23] . PSO integrated with analytical methods or full wave simulation techniques have been widely used to design antennas and arrays [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Differential Evolution (DE) optimization algorithm is a stochastic vector-based population approach [31] . DE is considered as the fastest optimization method on a general basis over Particle Swarm Optimization and the evolutionary algorithm [32] . Since then, it has found wide applications in engineering designs in various fields [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
In this paper, a slotted MMPA design is proposed. The reference geometry [16] has multiband radiation with limited bandwidth capabilities for the interested frequencies. The multiband property is introduced using inverted L shaped stubs to the main patch. Bandwidth enhancement technique of introducing slots is applied to our previous work where nonslotted antenna geometry provides multiband characteristics at 2.83 GHz, 5.76 GHz, 6.57 GHz, and 11.23 GHz. Slotted antennas obtain broad impedance bandwidth along with stability of the radiation patterns. Variation of the slot shape helps in generating additional resonances, which, when coupled to the original resonances of the slot, further increases impedance bandwidths. The antenna gain, radiation pattern, and reflection coefficient are considered as the antenna design constraints. As the symmetrical slots are inserted to the main patch, considerable bandwidth enhancement is explored. However, a generic approach to determine slot parameters is needed. The slot dimensions and distance to the radiating edge are modeled using ANN. Then the ANN architecture is optimized utilizing PSO and DE methods.
In the next section revealing description is given about soft computing based bioinspired modeling techniques and application to proposed problem. In section three, modeling results are compared with each other and the original nonslotted multiband antenna. Optimization results to determine suitable model architectures are also presented in this chapter. The final section briefly concludes the findings with improvements of the proposed methods.
Bioinspired Artificial Intelligence Modeling
2.1. Artificial Neural Networks. ANNs are nonlinear soft computing structures with robust generalization ability from collected data. ANNs have the estimation ability for any input value between its training ranges. This shows its generalization and memorizing capability. The generalization ability makes them applicable to RF microwave modeling field with commonly used multilayer perceptron neural networks (MLPNNs) structure and back-propagation algorithm.
MLPNNs include the input, hidden and output layers with synapses to link layers. Each layer has the processing units called neurons to make computations. MLP has been applied successfully to solve diverse problems using supervised training methods with a highly popular algorithm known as the error back-propagation algorithm. Figure 1 represents the proposed MLP network architecture established for the multiresonance antenna slot parameters determination problem.
The physical parameters of antenna slot (slot length/ width and slot distance to radiating edge) are utilized as the ANN model input with substrate features and frequency. The return loss of the slotted antenna is modeled and optimum configuration of the slot parameters is determined. Figure 2 represents the 2D layout of the proposed antenna geometry with physical dimensions in both sides.
A simple quarter wave matching line is attached to the antenna feed line at 5 GHz center frequency of the main patch. Since the feed line alternates only the antenna gain and is utilized to match antenna impedance to the SMA connector, its dimensions are not included in the ANN model. Besides the substrate properties slot parameters' ranges for ANN input parameters vary from 6.57 mm ≤ SL ≤ 18.25 mm, 0.75 mm ≤ SW ≤ 2.875 mm, and 1.25 mm ≤ SD ≤ 3.75 mm. Both the matching line and the peeled substrate area around proposed antenna are added to the board in order to simplify manufacturing and obtain accurate measurement results.
Adaptive Network Fuzzy Inference
System. ANFIS uses a hybrid learning algorithm to identify parameters of Sugenotype fuzzy inference systems. It applies a combination of leastsquares and back-propagation gradient descent methods for training fuzzy inference system membership function's parameters to emulate a given training data set. ANFIS was introduced by Jang in 1993 [38] and it is constructed as a set of fuzzy if-then rules with appropriate membership functions. It specifically has a neurofuzzy type of learning ability with a network having nodes in the five different layers to complete specific functions as shown in the ANFIS architecture in Figure 3 . Two fuzzy if-then rules based on a first-order Sugeno model with inputs and are equated as follows.
Rule 1
if ( is 1 ) and ( is 1 )
( 2) and are fuzzy sets, is outputs within the fuzzy region specified by the rules, and , , and are the design parameters that are determined during the training process.
The black box model of the proposed antenna is given in Figure 4 for MLPNN and ANFIS approximates. Initially input(s) and output(s) parameters of the black box are defined; then data sets are generated with full ranges of input parameters using measurements and simulations. Once the measurement data is applied for ANN/ANFIS modeling, trained model should estimate accurate results and iteration of test and measurement steps can be reduced which lead to the manufacturing cost at a minimum level.
Optimization of Modeling Architecture
A multilayer feedforward perceptron ANN consists of interconnected neurons over consecutive layers. The neuron output is scaled by a weight and fed forward as an input through a nonlinear activation function to the succeeding layer neurons. This structure leads to a trained ANN performing nonlinear mapping between input and output vectors. The training process is based on updating the weights according to the error between input and output data in every epoch. Despite the common use of the back-propagation (BP) algorithm for the training, its vital drawback is the local optima problem. This may be encountered due to the gradient based method. Since the BP depends on gradient based method, the random initialization of weights may lead to missing global optima and getting stuck in local optima. As the dimension order is high and the problem is complex, search space can contain many local optimum points. Conversely metaheuristic algorithms avoid this problem by providing diversity for potential solutions in search space. Therefore, instead of BP, regarding global search capabilities, evolutionary computation algorithms are applied for ANN training. In this study, local optima problem is tested using two evolutionary computation algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE).
Differential Evolution (DE). Differential Evolution (DE)
is an evolutionary optimization algorithm introduced by Storn and Pricer [31] . DE has been applied in many real world problems as well as benchmark functions. DE has a simple yet efficient algorithm which makes it suitable for global optimization problems. Basically the algorithm is based on diversifying the population according to the scaled vector differences and updating next generation using greedy scheme. The algorithm can be given in four steps.
Initialization. In DE, the population that contains potential solutions is named target population represented by . th member of is a target vector . target vectors are initialized in search space randomly as follows:
where , is the upper bound and , is lower bound of search space, respectively. = 1, 2, . . . , represents the dimension number of the vector and rand is random number between 0 and 1.
Mutation. DE applies two operators for population diversity. Firstly, mutation operator is applied to obtain a mutant vector V to be used in the later crossover stage. There are several DE variants represented as DE/ / / . In this representation denotes the base vector, denotes the number of difference vectors used, and represents the crossover method. In classic variant of DE, represented as DE/rand/1/bin, mutant vector is obtained as
In classic variant of DE, represented as DE/rand/1/bin, mutant vector is obtained as
where 0 , 1 , and 2 are randomly chosen distinct indexes and different from target index . the scale factor, ∈ (0, 1+), is a positive number generally selected smaller than 1. In this study for the purpose of fast convergence we adopt DE/best/1/bin version which uses the best vector as the base vector. Then the mutant vector is given as
Crossover. In crossover, the mutant vector and the target vector are recombined to produce a trial vector that is a candidate for new target vector. The parameters at th dimension of two vectors are mixed, according to a random number rand between 0 and 1. If rand is smaller or equal to the predetermined crossover probability , parameter of trial vector takes the th parameter from mutant vector; otherwise, target vector's parameter is taken. To ensure that there is at least one parameter different from target vector, the dimension that is equal to a random index number rand is changed as mutant:
where is the trial vector.
Selection. Selection is carried out by a simple greedy scheme that compares the objective function values of target and trial vectors. The vector that has a better objective function value takes place in the next generation as target vector. By repeating this loop for every target vector, a generation is completed and the population is updated.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computation algorithm inspired by social behavior of bird flocking and fish schooling. As a population based algorithm like other evolutionary algorithms, PSO updates its members using a predefined fitness function. In the search process PSO mimics the inspired swarm behavior according to fitness function to update the population. In PSO each member named particle keeps track of the overall best position and its best position International Journal of Antennas and Propagation in hyperspace. Each particle tends to its best position and the population's best position achieved thus far. These are called local best and global best, respectively. In the position update a velocity term V is added to the particle's present position . The velocity includes the particle's previous scaled velocity and the movements towards local and global best positions. The velocity and position updates are given as follows:
In (8) 1 and 2 are acceleration constants that determine the rate of movements towards local best and global best. Rand 1 and rand 2 are random numbers between 0 and 1, which are used to diversify movement directions. is the inertia weight that helps to improve convergence by scaling previous velocity. Here the adopted variable weight, , is initialized as 0.9 and decreased to 0.4 at the end of maximum generations.
Modeling and Optimization Results
The proposed antennas are designed with various Rogers Duroid substrates using method of moments based AWR AXIEM solver. Selected samples (RT/duroid 5880 with = 2.2 and substrate thickness of 0.775 mm) are fabricated using LPFK milling machine and measured with Agilent E5071C ENA series network analyzer. The bandwidth enhancement can be achieved by increasing substrate thickness or introducing slots into the main patch. The slot parameters, distance to radiating edges, width, and length are manipulated to attain the optimum antenna geometry.
Frequency, dielectric constant, and substrate thickness are also taken as the input parameters since they directly affect antenna characteristics. In this study, the substrate thickness varies from 0.775 mm to 3.125 mm, the dielectric constant, , is taken as 2.2 or 2.94, and the measurement frequency range alters from 1 GHz to 15 GHz. the bandwidth enhancement and resonance characteristics. The optimum slot parameters (length, width, and distance values) and substrate selection are determined using artificial intelligence techniques. In Figure 5 , the frequency band of 8 GHz to 11 GHz of Prototype B is given. The bandwidth and resonance enhancements can be observed compared to nonslotted antenna among frequency range with slight center frequency shifts. In Figures 6 a very well-known technique to improve antenna resonance bandwidth. Besides introducing slots, substrate properties are investigated to improve overall antenna performance. A 3.125 mm thick substrate is applied in order to investigate antenna performance using AWR AXIEM simulator. As seen in Figure 6 , center frequency shifts for 8-11 GHz range are considerably limited; however, resonance values improved significantly over a wide range of frequency.
Modeling
The resonance bandwidth characteristic is improved sufficiently for the frequency band over 13.06 GHz as shown in Figure 7 .
The antenna patterns are also examined in order to detect effective radiation characteristics in resonance frequency points. Figure 8 depicts the radiation pattern of Prototype B achieving satisfactory antenna gain for multiband application. Other than gain, currents on the antenna surface are analyzed for each prototype. Figure 9 illustrates the surface current of the proposed antenna at 6.15 GHz. Antenna has single radiation point with the main patch. As the inverted L stubs are introduced multiband characterization is observed. Prototype B radiates from the second and third stubs at 6.15 GHz since other stubs and main patch have low surface current.
In addition to rectangular slots, square slots are introduced to achieve bandwidth enhancement. Figure 10 shows the manufactured antenna with 6 square slots of 3 mm slot edge dimensions. Slot distance to radiating patch is fixed by 2.5 mm.
In Figure 11 ANN and ANFIS modeling results are compared with slotted antenna measurements. Bandwidth enhancement is achieved at higher frequencies around 10 GHz by introducing square slots compared to original nonslotted antenna. An optimum square slot dimension is determined as 3 mm. It is observed from the antenna spectrum that radiation points diminish and bandwidths shrink while the square slot dimensions are getting larger.
In Table 2 , nonslotted antenna and the slotted antenna with thick substrate are compared with antenna performance parameters of bandwidth, resonance frequency, and gain.
Optimization Results.
In this paper, two population based evolutionary optimization algorithms were used to optimize the ANN parameters of the proposed system. Here, DE and PSO parameters were firstly tuned and the experimental results have been compared with derivative based ANN training algorithm. Figure 12 represents the comparison of EM circuit design including traditional method, DE/PSO based design method, and proposed optimization method. For PSO, three variants have been applied and the best variant's result is given with DE and Back-Propagation Method's results in Table 3 .
ANN Training. In this application, an ANN model with two hidden layers is considered. Model with inputs and outputs, consisting of 1 and 2 neurons, in the first and second hidden layers, respectively, has ⋅ 1 + 1 ⋅ 2 + 2 ⋅ weights and 1 + 2 + thresholds. Therefore, total number of parameters of network will be = ⋅ 1 + 1 ⋅ 2 + 2 ⋅ + 1 + 2 + and search space in optimization problem will have dimensions. Mean square error can be used as fitness function to evaluate a member's fitness in the algorithms. The hidden transfer function is sigmoid function and the output transfer is a linear activation function; then the fitness function of the th member of population is derived as follows:
where is the number of input nodes, is the weight from th node of input layer to th node of the hidden layer, is the threshold of the th hidden layer, is the th input, is the weight input sum in hidden layer, is the output of th layer, is the number of training samples, is the training error, = 1, 2, . . . , , and = 1, 2, . . . , .
Differential Evolution (DE) Training. As explained above, DE needs two parameters in population diversity operators. These are scale factor and crossover probability . These parameters can be tuned according to the optimization problem. Firstly we investigate the suitable , pair and then use the best pair in the final training procedure. Since both parameters are in the same interval, they can be tested by increment of 0.1 from 0.1 to 1. Incrementing by 0.1 from 0.1 to 1, meanwhile fixing the and repeating this cycle after each increment of by 0.1 will yield 100 pairs. The performances of networks trained according to these pairs are given in Figure 10 where a set of pairs yield close test errors. Among these pairs the best performance is obtained by = 0.4 and = 0.9. Using these values network is trained for 10 times. The average performance of network is obtained as 11.535 where the best performance was 11.0341. Figure 13 depicts the scale factor versus crossover probability of DE.
Particle Swarm Optimization Training. Each PSOPC is run for 10 times, max = 1000, and an average performance value is recorded. First, a standard PSO with inertia weight is applied and acceleration constants are set as 2. Then a decaying inertia weight is adopted as proposed in [39] . is initialized to 0.9
International Journal of Antennas and Propagation Cr (c ro ss ov er pr ob ab ili ty ) Secondly, the acceleration constants are set as 0.5, and passive congregation coefficient is set as 0.6 [40] . Inertia weight is initialized as 0.9 and decreased to 0.7 at the end. The average performance is 11.3670. Finally, CPSO is applied for the calculation of constriction factor using Clerc's method. Acceleration constants 1 and 2 are set as 2.05, is set to 4.1, and constriction factor is given as = 0.729 by [41] . The average performance value was 11.1353. It is observed that among three variants the best average performance is obtained by CPSO. Therefore, best result obtained by CPSO is used for the training of ANN and comparison with other methods.
For the training of the ANN three different methods have been applied in order to obtain the best performance and check local optimality problem. The average and best error values of the ANNs are given in Table 2 . As seen from the table among these algorithms, the best result is obtained by the conventional back-propagation algorithm. Therefore, the methods with the best performance have been used to train ANN that has been used to determine optimum antenna shape.
Conclusion
Multiband microstrip patch antennas have wide application areas in mobile technology such as GSM, UMTS, LTE, and Bluetooth. However, it is complicated for antenna designers to attain multiband antenna characteristics with enhanced communication bandwidth. Multiband characteristic of the antenna disappears as bandwidth enhancement is applied. In this study, rectangular and square slots are introduced into MMPAs to overcome bandwidth problem. Return loss is determined as the antenna performance parameter and set to the modeling output. Slot dimensions and distance to antenna edge are varied to find optimum slot configuration providing multiple bands and enhanced bandwidth.
The comparisons for variations of slot parameters indicate that, as the slot width increases, antenna return loss lessens and reflections are reduced noticeably. Slot width variations cause slight center frequency oscillations without bandwidth enhancement. Also slot distance to radiating edges is inspected. It is shown that closer slots to radiating patch edge introduce more resonance at lower frequencies. The mean slot distance results are more beneficial in terms of bandwidth enhancement and resonance points compared to far and near ones. Moreover, slot length alternations with fixed slot width and distance are examined. Multiple radiation points and higher bandwidth performances are achieved with an average slot length. Increasing slot length causes disappearance of radiation at lowest frequencies.
The proposed modeling techniques utilize bioinspired artificial intelligence methods to determine optimum antenna shape. Artificial modeling techniques prevent iterative simulation, manufacturing, and test procedures for microwave equipment. This leads significant support to lower production cost. As the model library improves, equipment development can be implemented using bioinspired techniques.
